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A Defense of the “Old Hermeneutic”
By Gene Burgett
The phrase “new hermeneutic” has become, for me, of Christ. The classical hermeneutic begins with the fact
like an over-played song on the radio: I am tired of hear- that the Bible teaches one must have authority for all one
ing it! One should not, however, allow frustration with does in order to please God. This authority requirement is
the ubiquitous nature of the topic create blindness to its not an invention of men, rather the Bible itself teaches the
importance, or to the possibility that one more article on need for authority. Paul taught that “whatever you do in
word or deed, do all in the name of the Lord Jesus Christ”
the subject is justified.
This article will address three areas that are key to (Col. 3:17). It should be noted that this is also the very
the hermeneutic discussion. First, it will be shown via point where proponents of the new hermeneutic begin
Bible precedent that one must have authority from Scrip- their objections. They refer to those who believe one must
ture in order for actions and beliefs to be pleasing to God. have authority for all words and actions as “patternists.”
Second, the so-called “classical hermeneutic” will be set “Patternism,” we are told, is wrong. Let us follow the Bibforth. Third, the reasonableness of the classical herme- lical information for transporting the ark of the covenant
from beginning to end, noting that it teaches one must
neutic will be shown.
It must be clear that this article is not primarily a cri- have authority for all beliefs and practices.
And they shall make an ark of acacia wood; two and a
tique of any “new hermeneutic.” One reason for this is behalf cubits shall be its length, a cubit and a half its width,
cause there is so little to criticize. For all of the complaints
and a cubit and a half its height. 11And you shall overlay
that the churches of Christ need a new hermeneutic, as of
it with pure gold, inside and out you shall overlay it, and
this date, one has not been offered. To be sure, a few vague
shall make on it a molding of gold all around. 12You shall
phrases claiming to be a new hermeneutic have been let
cast four rings of gold for it, and put them in its four corfly. “We need a Christ-centered hermeneutic,” some say. A
ners; two rings shall be on one side, and two rings on the
catch phrase or two hardly constitute a new hermeneutic.
other side. 13And you shall make poles of acacia wood,
Besides, as the purpose of the classical hermeneutic is to
and overlay them with gold. 14You shall put the poles into
discern those things that may be done “in the name of the
the rings on the sides of the ark, that the ark may be carried
Lord” (Col. 3:17), it is hard to imagine something more
by them. 15The poles shall be in the rings of the ark; they
shall not be taken from it. (Ex. 25:10-15, NKJ)
Christ-centered than the method of interpretation we have
practiced all along. For the most part, the new hermeneuThe above passage provides many different examples
tic appears to be nothing more than a rejection of the “old of specific and generic authority. It is specified in verse 10
hermeneutic,” with nothing new to offer.
that the ark is to be made of “acacia [gopher, KJV] wood.”

The Need For Authority

In this article the term “classical hermeneutic” will
be used to reference the method of establishing Bible authority that has been commonly accepted in the churches

It would be wrong to use any other material but acacia wood
to build the ark. The reason it would be wrong is not because
there are any specific prohibitions against using other materials, but because God specifically authorizes acacia wood.
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Verses 12-15 specify that acacia wood poles be placed
through rings placed on the four corners of the ark, “that
the ark may be carried.” God specifies that the ark is to be
carried by the acacia wood poles. In the face of what God
has specifically authorized, no other method of transporting the ark can be used, unless one can find additional information in the Bible on the subject that authorizes other
methods of ark transportation.
We also find in the passage an example of generic authority. God has specified that the ark must be moved by
means of the acacia wood poles, however, nothing is said
regarding who is to carry it. Without further information,
Moses’ words authorize moving the ark via being carried
by the acacia wood poles, but does not limit who may
move it.
And when Aaron and his sons have finished covering the
sanctuary and all the furnishings of the sanctuary, when
the camp is set to go, then the sons of Kohath shall come
to carry them; but they shall not touch any holy thing, lest
they die. These are the things in the tabernacle of meeting
which the sons of Kohath are to carry. (Num. 4:15)

Numbers 4 contains additional information about moving the ark. It has already been specified that the ark is to
be moved by use of the acacia wood poles placed through
rings attached to the four corners of the ark. Moses now
specifies who may carry the ark by the acacia wood poles.
God authorizes the descendants of Kohath, a son of Levi,
to carry the ark. The question, “Who may carry the ark?”
is no longer generic and subject to human judgment. The
ark must be carried by descendents of Kohath. We also
learn that in order to know the will of God, it is necessary
to gather all pertiThe Harvester
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Then David consulted with the captains of thousands and
hundreds, and with every leader. 2And David said to all
the assembly of Israel, “If it seems good to you, and if
it is of the Lord our God, let us send out to our brethren
everywhere who are left in all the land of Israel, and with
them to the priests and Levites who are in their cities and
their common-lands, that they may gather together to us;
3
and let us bring the ark of our God back to us, for we
have not inquired at it since the days of Saul.” 4Then all
the assembly said that they would do so, for the thing was
right in the eyes of all the people....7So they carried the
ark of God on a new cart from the house of Abinadab, and
Uzza and Ahio drove the cart....9And when they came to
Chidon’s threshing floor, Uzza put out his hand to hold the
ark, for the oxen stumbled. 10Then the anger of the Lord
was aroused against Uzza, and He struck him because he
put his hand to the ark; and he died there before God. (1
Chr. 13:1-4, 7, 9-10).

First Chronicles 13 is the final step in our study of
authority using the transportation of the ark as our case
study. David attempts to transport the ark by placing it
on a new ox cart. The ox cart was new, indicating David’s sincerity, reverence, and good intentions. Despite
David’s good intentions, Uzzah, one of the drivers of the
cart, is struck dead when he attempts to steady the ark
after the oxen stumble, and “he died there before God” (1
Chr. 13:10). It is interesting that in the passage before us,
David violated no specific prohibition in moving the ark.
However, it is apparent that when God authorized the ark
to be carried with acacia wood poles by sons of Kohath,
then it was sinful to transport it any way other than the one
specified. David later recognizes his sin was not in doing
what was prohibited, but, rather, he sinned by going beyond what was authorized, when he states that they failed
“because we did not consult Him about the proper order”
(1 Chr. 15:13).

Classical Hermeneutic Explained
What is the classical hermeneutic against which so
many lodge complaints? It is sometimes described as
something so difficult to understand that, surely, God
would not hold men accountable for failure to understand
conclusions drawn by using it. Here it is in the proverbial
nutshell: we must have authority for all we say and do (Col.
3:16), and that authority may be generic in nature (leaving room for human judgment) or specific, in which case
it is sinful to perform the authorized act any other way!

Classical Hermeneutic Defended
With all of the complaining done about the classical
hermeneutic, one would think it is a form of reasoning
created only when interpreting the Bible. Just the opposite
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is true. We use and understand the authority concept on a daily basis. For the most part our laws
regarding driving are based on authority, not prohibition. In the State of Florida, it is legal to turn
right while a traffic signal is red, provided one
first comes to a complete stop. This is the general rule. However, from time to time one might
come to an intersection where turning right on
red is prohibited. In the real world generic authority is used to create the rules for motor vehicle operation, while prohibition is used for the
exceptions to the rule. We operate on the concept
of authority in many ways everyday. When we
buy groceries, most of us make a list of what we
want rather than what we do not want. When a
house is built, a blueprint is created that specifies how the house is to be built; no one builds a
house based on a list of prohibitions.!

Conclusion
It is often said that our goal in the churches
of Christ is to be just like the first century church
described in the pages of the New Testament.
This is not a completely accurate statement. Our
goal is not to emulate the first century church,
our goal is to have authority for all we say and
do. There were many things the early churches
had authority to do that they did not practice. The
early church did not own its places of assembly,
but they had authority to own their meetinghouses. The early church did not contribute to preaching schools, but they had authority to do so. The
early church did not have songbooks, but they
had authority to own and use them.
Sarcastic jeers about “patternism” do not constitute an argument. Furthermore, in this article
we have shown the need for Bible authority in
every conceivable way. A direct statement showing the need for authority has been given (Col.
3:17). An example revealing the consequences of
acting without authority has been revealed (transportation of the ark). Finally, we have noted that
the authority principle is something we regularly
use, showing the reasonability of the idea.

Ladies Class first Tuesday of the month. Joyce
Stearsman is the teacher.
All ladies are invited!
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Special Thanks To Our Generous Supporters
In December 2010*
Florida Churches of Christ: Arcadia (Hickory Street); Auburndale (Orange
Street); Bartow (5th Avenue); Clearwater (Central); Daytona Beach (Beville
Road); Dunellen; Eagle Lake; Gainesville (39th Avenue); Haines City (Oakland);
High Springs; Jacksonville (Dean Road, Paxon, Wesconnett); Kissimmee; Lakeland
(North Lakeland, 6th Street, South Florida Avenue); New Port Richey (River Road);
Orlando (Pinecastle); Parrish (North River); Port Charlotte; Sarasota (Osprey Avenue); Sebastian; Stuart; Tampa (Manhattan Avenue); Venice.
Out of State Churches of Christ: Alabama (Double Springs, Shiloh); Michigan
(Waynecorse); North Carolina (Pike Road); Tennessee (Bonner, Morrison, Oak
Grove).
Individuals: Rodrique Aleandre, Alex Antenor, M/M Dwight Bailey, M/M Bob
Bauer, M/M Sam Bolding, M/M Robert Brooks, M/M Gene Burgett, M/M John
Carter, Annie Chambers, David Deal, M/M John Faneuf, M/M Elvis Galbreath, Allen Gardner, Marie Grice, Penny Haynes, Laura Jordan, Darnell Kirkland, Newman
Kirkland, M/M Jacques M. Lafortune, Tammy Lyons, Brenda Mask, M/M Bobby
McKendree, M/M Frank Norton, Tammy Paye, Vic and Beth Pratt, Uleysses Richardson, M/M Roger Rosie, M/M Gerald Runions, M/M Daniel Stearsman, M/M
Jackie Stearsman, Yves St. Hilaire, M/M Will Vann, Joseph Vilarson, M/M Lazaros
Watson, Jack Williams, Al Woodard.
Memorials: Eddie Adcock (M/M Joseph Adams); Bea Barton (M/M Ira Walling);
Vergie Chumney (M/M Ira Walling); Leathy Hawkins (M/M Sam Bolding, M/M E.
L. Burbage, M/M Mack Chandler, M/M Robert A. Cooper, Charlie M. Deal, David
M. Deal, M/M Sean Hawkins, Penny Haynes, Judy Jones, M/M John L. McShane
Jr., M/M Duane G. Nelson, M/M Robert Pratt, M/M Jimmy Sweeney, M/M Leon
Ward); Amber Kenyon (Beverly Adams, M/M David Anderson, M/M Robert Bauer, M/M Jeffrey Bingle, M/M Sam Bolding, M/M Joseph Bonelli, Barbara Brewer,
Thomas Brown, M/M E. L. Burbage, Bushnell church of Christ, Curtis A. Cates,
Central church of Christ (Clearwater), William A. Clayton, College Road church of
Christ (Palatka), M/M Robert A. Cooper, James S. Davis, Charlie M. Deal, David M.
Deal, Nicole Dix, Kathey J. Dudley, Flo Duffy, Eagle Lake church of Christ, Mildred
Eales, M/M Earl Edwards, Michael Elledge, M/M Bob Faneuf, M/M Matthew Faneuf, M/M Elvis Galbreath, M/M Lawrence W. Glover, Dottie Gutzler, M/M James
E. Hall, M/M Andrew Harrod, Keith Hawkins, Penny Haynes, Heritage church of
Christ (Lake Placid), M/M Louis Hill, Brian Howard, Joan Humphrey, M/M Stephen
D. Hunley, Judy Jones, Laura J. Jordan, M/M Rich Kenyon, Tim Kenyon, Gloria
Kenyon-Guay, Helen King, Titus King, M/M Jeffrey Krantz, M/M Kenneth Luigs,
M/M Harold V. Luke, M/M Leonard Nuckols, Manatee Assoc. of Realtors, M/M
C. E. Manning, M/M John Marvin, Bobby McKendree, M/M John L. McShane Jr.,
Joe Morgan, M/M Duane G. Nelson, Margaret Norman, North Lakeland church
of Christ, Frank W. Norton, M/M Chuck Opperman, Ryan O’Roark, Charles Paulin, Plainview (Tennessee) church of Christ, Mary Powell, M/M Robert Pratt,
M/M Jim Roark, M/M Roger Rosie, M/M Bryon Schulz, Melba Simons, Johnye C.
Sims, Sixth Street (Lakeland) church of Christ, Denny Smitherman, Rena Springer,
Joyce Stanley, M/M David Stearsman, M/M Jackie M. Stearsman, M/M Daniel K.
Stearsman, James Sullivan, M/M Jimmy Sweeney, Betty Thornhill, M/M Charles
A. Thornhill, M/M William R. Thornhill, M/M Bryant Tillis, M/M Michael Tubbs,
M/M Will Vann, M/M James Walker Jr., M/M Ken Walker, M/M Ira Walling, Bill
Ward, M/M H Glen Willcut, Wimberly Outdoor Signs, M/M Samuel Wimberly,
Mike Winborn, M/M Bill Wiseman, Al Woodard); Mildred Kirkland (Anonymous);
Beverly McCabe (M/M Bryon Schulz); Jimmie Pratt (M/M David Anderson, M/M
Sam Bolding, Charlie M. Deal, David M. Deal, Mildred Eales, Penny Haynes, M/M
Clinton Longfellow, M/M Kenneth Luigs, M/M John L. McShane Jr., M/M Duane
G. Nelson, M/M Robert Pratt, Nina Pratt, M/M Jimmy Sweeney, Betty Thornhill);
Nell Salners (M/M David Anderson, Charlie M. Deal, David M. Deal, M/M Clinton
Longfellow, M/M Kenneth Luigs, M/M John L. McShane Jr., M/M Duane G. Nelson,
M/M Jimmy Sweeney, Betty Thornhill); Rodney Share (Beverly Adams, M/M David Anderson, M/M Jeffrey Bingle, M/M Sam Bolding, M/M E. L. Burbage, Charlie
M. Deal, David M. Deal, Nicole Dix, Judy Jones, M/M Kenneth Luigs, M/M John
L. McShane Jr., M/M Duane G. Nelson, M/M Robert Pratt, M/M Jimmy Sweeney,
M/M Ken Walker); Lois Williamson (David M. Deal).
Special Gifts: Atlantic Christian Fund.
*Our final deposit for the month is usually made on the last Wednesday of the month. All
contributions received after that time are reported on the next month’s financial statement.
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Special Thanks

to all who financially contributed to the school, especially over these
last few months. We are very grateful to the Orange Street church of Christ, Auburndale, for their contribution that allowed the school to purchase our 2011 lectureship book, Do You Understand the Biblical Value
of Women? There will be a book review in next month’s Harvester. However, there is no need to wait until
then to purchase a book. It is already a classic! How many quality brotherhood books do you know that
focus on the positive value of women? Speaking of
the positive value of women, I personally thank all
who contributed to the school in memory of Amber!
It was one year ago this month that she was diagnosed with the dreaded disease. I still miss her, but
where she is, she still does not miss me (or anything
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continues to allow us to train preachers and prepare
souls to better serve the Lord. Thanks! —Brian
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